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It is well documented that financial asset prices returns are not normally 
distributed. Historical return distributions exhibit fatter tails and positive 
skewness that is not explained by a normal distribution. ~loreover the stan-
dard Black-Scholes option pricing framework that assumes that asset prices 
follow geometric Brownian Motion does not explain option prices observed 
in the market. In particular much work has been done tr.ving to explain 
the volatilit~· skew. Most of this work focuses on a single asset. \Vhen 
considering more than one asset not only does the assumption of normally 
distributed returns imply that each individual asset"s returns are normally 
distributed it also implies that the dependence structure behYeen the asset 
returns is Gaussian. Copulas allow us to separate a multivariate distribution 
into the rnarginals that describe each variables behavior independent of the 
other variables ancl a dependence structure \vhich describes how the variables 
depend on each other. The copula describes the dependence structure and 
assumption of a normal joint distribution assumes normal rnarginals as well 
as a normal copula. In the case of a normal or Gaussian copula, the copula 
is uniquely determined by a correlation matrix. but this is not always the 
case. \Vhen the dependence structure between a ll1unber of \"ariables is not 
given by a Gaussian copula knowledge of the marginal::-; and the correlation 
matrix may not be sufficient to determine the entire joint distribution. 
The goal of this thesis is to investigate various methods for pricing derivatives 
on multiple underlyings that take into account the volatility skew of the 
underlying securities as well as a more flcxible depcndence structure between 
the individual asset returns" 
The structure of this thesis is as follows. \Vc first define copulas and present a 











the estimation of copulas from data as well as methods of simulating drawings 
from a copula. 
Secondly we consider two different methods of modeling the implied \"olatility 
skew for a single security. Finally we consider various approaches to modeling 
derivatives on lIlultiple assets that allow us to take into account the yolatility 














2.1 Copula Basics 
A copula is a function that joins univariate marginal distributions together to 
form a multivariate distribution. Given a multivariate distribution the copula 
determines the dependence structure while the behavior of each variable in 
isolation is governed by the corresponding marginal distribution. Copulas 
allow us to completely separate these two aspects of any joint distribution, 
so we can create a multivariate distribution by specifying the marginals and 
the marginals and then combining these to obtain the joint distribution. In 
this section \ve define a Copula and state a number of important results that 
we will use. \Ve present a very brief introduction to Copulas and omit most 
of the proofs of these results. For most of this section we follow Cherubini 
et al. [2004] quite closely and refer readers to that text for omitted details 
and proofs. \Ve also recommend Embrechts et al. [2003], Embrechts et al. 
[:2002] as sUlllmaries of the usc of copulas in financial lllodding and risk 
management applications. 
Definition 1. Given non-empty A 1 , A2 E JR U {-x, CXi} and a function 
G : A1 x A2 -7 R Then G is called grounded if C(L'. 0) = C(O, z) = 0 for all 
(t'. z) E A1 X A 2 . 
Definition 2. Given non-empty A 1 , A2 E JR U {-x. x} and a function 
G : A1 x A2 -7 JR. Then G is called 2-increasing if for every 1'1,U2 E 











By setting t'l = (ll and Z1 = (l2 it is easy to see that if a function G (L', z) is 
both 2- increasing and grounded then it is increasing in both (' and z. 
Definition 3. A 2-dirnensional subcopula C is a function C : Al x ib ---+ ffi., 
\vhere A, BE [0,1] are nonernpty and both contain {O, I}. satisfying 
1. C is grounded. 
2. C(I', 1) = u, C(l, z) = z for all (u, z) E A x B. 
3. C is 2-increasing. 
Definition 4. A 2-dimensional copula is a 2-dimensional subcopula with 
A=B=[O,l]. 
:\' ext we present the result that allows us to use Copulas so effectively. This 
result says that we can consider any joint distribution as a set of marginal 
distributions and a copula. Any joint distribution can be split into a cop-
ula and a set of marginal univariate distributions. Also given an:v set of 
marginal distributions and any copula these can be combined to form a joint 
distribution. 
Theorem 1 (Sklar's Theorem). Let F1 (.r), F2(:r) . .... Fn (}:) be univariate 
distribution functions, with range AI, A 2 , • .. ,An respectivel)". If C is a copula 
with AI. A 2 • ... ,An ~ DomC then 
C (FI (x), F2 (x), ... , Fn (.r) ) 
is a joint distribution function with margins FI(X), F2(:r) ..... Fn(:r:). 
The converse also holds. If F is a joint distribution function with rnarginals 
FI (};), F2 (}:), ... , Fn (J:) there exists a unique subcopula C wit h domain RanFI x 
RanF2 x ... x RanFn such that 
F ( x) = C ( FI ( X ), F2 ( X ). . . . , Fn ( x ) ) 
This copula is given by 
If the FJ (x), F2 (x), ... , Fn (x) are all continuous then C is a copula, othenvise 











Finally. the following theorem will be useful in a nUlllber of places. It says 
that copulas are invariant under monotone transformations. 
Theorem 2. Let Gil = 1,2, ... , n be n increasing functions from the reals to 
the reals. Let X 1, X 2, ... , X" be random variables vvith marginal distribution 
functions F1, F2, .... F" and copula C. Then the transformed variables 
also have the copula C. 
Proof. Let C be the copula of H1,H2, ... ,Hn. :\ow for any 1.' E ]Rn let 
r = (F]-1(I'd, F2-
1(V2),"" Fn-
1 (vn )), then 
C(c) C(F] (::r:d, F2(:r;2)"'" Fn(:rn)) 
F(x], :r2.···, :r:n) 
P[X] S Xl,X2 S ::r:2,··· ,Xn S xn] 
P[01(X1) S 01(:1:1), Q2(X2 ) S Q2(X2) ..... O,,(X,,) S o,,(rn)] 
H(Ol(xd. Q2(X2), ... , Gn(:r;n)] 
C(Hl(01(:r:d), H2(Q2(X2)), ... , Hn(on(:r',,))] 
C(P[G](Xd S Gl(:r:t))],P[G2(X2) S Q2(:r:2))] .... ,P[On(X,,) S Qn(:r:,,))]] 
C( F1 (::r:d, F2(::r:2) , ... , F" (:r:,,)] 
C( L') 
2.2 Measures of association 
:\ext we present a number of measures of the association between two or 
more random variables that are not independent. Two random variables are 
said to be associated if they are not independent. The following measures of 
association give some information about the copula of the random variables, 
but don't necessarily define the cupula cntirely. Thc must \yell knuwll mea-
sure of association is linear correlation. Unfortunately due to the COlllmon 
English use of the word, correlation is often misunderstood or misllsed and 
very often used erroneously to mean association. In particular it is very easy 
to fall into the: trap of thinking that a corrdation matrix complctdy ddlne:s 











in the case of a Gaussian copula, but is not the case when considering the 
Stmlent -T copuh when: two different copuhs can share the same correlation 
matrix, but different degrees of freedom. \\Te present these measures in the 
case of 2 variables, some of them may be extended to the general case. 
2.2.1 Tail dependence 
Given a copula C, let 
C(v, l') 
AL = lim . 
~!-+o+ L' 
(2.1 ) 
C is said to have lower tail dependence if and only if AL E (0, 1] and no lower 
tail dependence if and only if AL = O. Upper tail dependence is defined in a 
similar way. 
~O\V 
\ l' C(v, v) 
AL = lIn 
1'-->0+ v 
1
. IP'(UI < 1', U2 <I') 
un 
,.~O" IP'(U2 < 1') 
lim IP'(U1 < rlU2 <I') 
"--to+ 
Upper tail dependence is defined similarly. Thus the existence of tail de-
pendence implies a positive probability that extreme values will occur si-
multaneously. This is an important consideration when modeling returns on 
financial securities. It is well documented that extreme moves in security 
prices often occur simultaneously, especially during market crashes. \Vhen 
pricing deri\'atives on a basket of securities, or dealing with risk management 
it becomes important to be ahle to capture this simulate this behavior and 
so it may be desirable to use a copula that exhibits tail dependence when 
modeling codependency of security returns. 
2.2.2 Kendall's tau 
Given two random variables X and Y with Copula C, Kendall's tau is 
T = 4 J 12 CCL', z)dC(v, z) - 1 
An unbaised estimator of the Kendalls coefficient is Kendall's sample T: 
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Given two random variables X and Y with Copula C. Speannan's rho is 
P = 12 J 12 C(u, z)dudz - 3 = 12 J 12 C(L', z)dl'Ciz - 3 
An unbaised estimator is Spearman's sample p 
\\'here Ri denotes the rank of :J:i and Si denotes the rank of Yi 
2.2.3 Linear Correlation 
For two random variables X and Y, the linear correlation coefficient is given 
by 
cov(X, Y) 
PXY = ---;:===== 
Jvar(X)var(Y) 
-:\ow 
cov(X, Y) J L (F(x, y) - Fl(:r)F2(y))dJ'(iy 
J.l (C(F)(x). F2(y)) - F) (J:)F2(y))d.rciy 
and 
It is also useful to recall that PXY = 0 does not imply independence of X 











2.3 Copula families 
\\'e now introduce a number of copula families and discuss some of their 
properties. \Ye focus most of our attention on the Gaussian and Student T 
copulas as these will be the most commonly used in our applications. \Ve 
will consider two broad classes of copulas, namely the Elliptical copulas and 
Archimedian copulas. The elliptical copulas that we will consider have larger 
number of parameters than the Archimedian copulas. ,,,,hich are typically 
parameterised by one factor. This makes the copula family more flexible but 
makes estimation more difficult especially in higher dimensions. 
2.3.1 Elliptical copulas 
Elliptical copulas are those copulas that exhibit rotational symmetry, i.e. the 
copulas that satisfy the property C(;r;l, X2, .. " J'n) = C( -J:1, -I2,.··. -In). 
Empirical data for financial timeseries suggest that elliptical copulas lllay be 
useful for modeling financial return series, but the assumption of strict rota-
tional s.vInmetry may be too restrictive. For example. the case of widespread 
contagion during a market crash or correction that is not seen as often v,'it-
nessed during market rallies suggests that returns may not be entirely rota-
tionall.'" symmetrical. 
Gaussian copula 
The Gaussian copula is the copula associated with the multivariate Gaus-
sian distribution. \Ve obtain the copula using Sklar's theorem. If OR is the 
standard multivariate normal distribution function with correlation matrix 
R. 
and Q-1 is the inverse of the standard univariate normal distribution function 
o. Then 
In the bivariate case we can show that CGa with a correlation coefficient 
of p does not exhibit tail dependence unless p = 1. Using the following 
representation of CGa due to Roncalli 













and applying l'Hopital's rule we obtain the coefficient of tail dependence for 
t he Gaussian copula. First assume p < 1 




~u <I> (<P- 1(l'l-P<P- 1(tl) dt 
o )1-112 
And for p = 1, J1D(U1 < VlU2 < v) = 1 for aIle. So, 
if p = 1 
if p oF 1 
Throughout this thesis we will use the tenns Gaussian copula and normal 
copula interchangeably. It is important to note that the Gaussian Copula 
does not exhibit tail dependence and is rotationally symmetric. This limits 
the ability of this copula to model the occurrence of extreme eyents coincid-
mg. 
Finally, using the definition of Kendall's T and Spearman's p. Lindskog et al. 
Embrechts et al. [2002] prove the following relationship bet\veen these two 
measures and the linear correlation coefficient p, for all elliptical copulas. 
(TI) P sin--i 
p 2sin(P~7f) 
Student T copula 
\Ve obtain the Student T copula in a similar way to the Gaussian. If t If,v is 






















matrix R, and l/ degrees of freedom 
and t;;l is the mverse of the standard univariate student's t distribution 
function 
Then 
The density of the Student T copula is 
\Vhen l/ grows large, the Student T copula converges to the Gaussian copula. 
Again we use an expression due to Roncalli for CJJe. z) to investigate tail 
dependence in the bivariate case 
(2.3) 
























Assume p > -1 
1'----ot V 
> 0 
Thus we haye 
o 
>0 
if p = -1 
if p > -1 
Further more AL is decreasing in v and increasing in p. 
The same relationship between the linear correlation coefficient and Kendall"s 
T and Spearman's p holds as in thc Gaussian casco 
p SlIl (T;) 
P 2 sin (P~1T) 
At this stage it is important to note that the main difference that we have 
found so far between the Gaussian and Student t copulas is the occurrence 
of tail dependence. In almost all cases the T copula exhibits tail dependence 
while the Gaussian docs not. \Vhcn lUodeling TIllClllCial asset rcturllS we arc 
often interested in accurate modeling of the occnrrence of extreme ('\"ents. 
Tail dependence is directly related to simultaneous oecurrence of cxtreme 
e\"cnts and thus is of practical importance. The fact that a T copula is able 
to model tail dependence while a Gaussian copula is unable is all important 











Again using we can determine Kendall's tau for the Cla\'ton copula. 
r O -1 
(?(t) =--
n 
0Iy'(t) = -t 0-1 
T = 1 + 4 elt 
10
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Definition 7. Frank copula 
If 
¢(u) = In e -
( 
-ou 1) 
c- a - 1 
and 
then the Frank copula is 
1 ( nn (-oU 1) ) Frank ;=1 e '-
C (U1. U 2 •... ,U ll )=-- 1+ ( ) 1 











1. Let Rl be the estimator of R for a Gaussian copula 
2. 
T T 
R _ 1 (v+ n)" [,/ [,( 
rn+l - T -v- f:{ 1 + t~k;;,Ia 
3. The previous step is repeated until convergence is achieved . 
.:\Iashal and Zeevi, l\lashal and Zeevi [2002], suggest the following method to 
find v and R: 
1. Transform the variates to uniform variates using the empirical marginal 
transformation. 
2. Estimate R using Kendall's T, 
, (7fT") Hij = sin -f 
3. Estimate v by numerically maximizing the log-likelihood with respect 
to v. 
Unfortunately both of these methods have disadvantages. The first requires 
an initial estimate of v. The second method estimates R without taking into 
account the effect of v on R. '\Iashal and Zeevi argue that the difference 
between the results of the two approaches is small and that their approach is 
numerically more stable. If speed of implementation is not a requirement it 
is possible to use both approaches, either to check the stability of the result 











Stock 1 Stock 2 Normal Student T Clayton 
p v p (l 
AGL BIL 0.772 5.510 0.791 2.802 
AGL SOL 0.455 18.001 0,475 0.920 
L\IP A.\IS 0.601 3.114 0.626 1.515 
FSR ~ITT'\ 0,433 6.741 0,451 0.849 
Af\G HAR 0.587 5.231 0.613 1.447 
FSR SBK 0.697 3.816 0.719 2.092 
SAB RCH 0.380 8.204 0,404 0.720 
RE'\I RCH 0.262 52.210 0.274 0,429 
A~G AGL 0,403 6.206 0,424 0.772 
BIL SOL 0.428 4.059 0.453 0.854 
GFI HAR 0.616 22.425 0.633 1..548 
Table 3.1: Results of Copula estimation. 355 data points. 30 Jul~r 2006 to 31 
December 2007 
Basket v R 
I 1.00 0.79 0,48 \ 
AGL. BIL. SOL 6.02 0.79 1.00 0.45 
\ 0,48 0.45 1.00 I 
I 1.00 0.72 0.65 \ 
FSR. SBK. ASA 4.80 0.72 1.00 0.69 
\ 0.65 0.69 1.00 
I 1.00 0.63 0.29 \ 
L\IP. A.'\IS. REl\I 5.76 I 0.63 1.00 0.33 
\ 0.29 0.33 1.00 I 
/ 1.00 0.61 0.71 
A.\'G. HAR. GFr 13.09 I 0.61 1.00 0.63 
\ 0.71 0.63 1.00 I 
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3.2 Generating drawings from Copulas 
Once we have estimated the multivariate risk neutral density for the asset 
returns we need to be able to draw random variates from this distribution. 
In general this can be achieved by first drawing all n-dimensional vector from 
the copula given by the distribution. 
These variates would have a uniform marginals but would have the required 
dependence structure. Then we convert each variate to a drawing from the 
correct marginal by applying the inverse distribution function of the required 
marginal to that variate. 
3.2.1 Drawing from a Gaussian copula 
The most common approach to generating variates \\"ith a required correla-
tion structure is to simulate a vector of independent normally distributed 
random variables and multiply it by the Cholesky clecomposition of the cor-
relation matrix. This is equivalent to simulating n variates from an n di-
mensional multivariate normal distribution. Care must be taken with this 
approach as most implementations of Cholcsky decomposition assume a pos-
itive definite matrix while a correlation matrix is in general only positive 
semi-definite. See Rebonato and Jackel [1999] and Higham [2002] for meth-
ods for finding a positive definite matrix from a general correlation matrix. 
l. Find the Cholesky decomposition A of R 
2. Simulate n independent random variates z = (2): ... : z,,)T from ~(0,1) 
3. Set x = Az 
4. Set Vi = <1>(.];J for i = 1,2, ... ,n 
The u generated by this algorithm will have a joint distribution with uniform 
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Figure 3.4: Random samples from a ::\orrnal Copula (J = 0.6 
3.2.2 Drawing from a Student T copula 
1. Find the Cholesky decomposition A of R 
2. Simulate n independent random variates z = (Zl,"" ;;,,)1' from ~(0,1) 
3. Simulate a random variate s from \~ independent of z 
-1. Set y = Az 
5. Set x = yI1y 
6. Set Hi = T,A:I:i) for z = 1,2 .... , n 
The u generated by this algorithm will have a joint distribution with uniform 
marginals and a Student t copula with parameters l/ and R. 
3.2.3 Drawing from an Archimedean copula 
III Cherubini et al. [2004] the authors propose two methods for simulating 
from a Clayton copula. The first is a conditional salllpling approach. Con-
ditional sampling is a simple approach that is useful when simulating from 
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Figure 3.5: Random samples from a Student Copula v = 4. (J = 0.6 
• Simulate a random variate VI from U(O, 1) 
• Simulate a random variate III from C2 ('lud 
• 
• Simulate a random variate Un from Cn (-I Ul· .... Un-l) 
To simulate Uk from Ch·(-lu1,'" ,uk-d \ve need to solve Uk = C;l(I'lul,"" uk-d 
where (' '" U(O, 1). 
In Cherubini et al. [2004] the authors state and prove the follmving theorem 
which. in some cases, helps in solving this equation. 
Theorem 4. Let C(U.l,"" UTI) = ¢-l(o(u.d+ .. .+6(un )) be an Archimedean 
copula \vith generator 9. then for k = 2, .... Tl 
¢-1(k-l)(9(Ul) + ... + o(ud) 
Ck(Uklul, .... UA:-d= -l(k-l)(() ()) ¢ ¢ 111 + ... + cb llk-1 
(3.1 ) 
\Vhere ()-l(k-l) denotes the k - lth derivative of 0- 1. 
:\ow recall that for the Clayton copula cf;(u) = ll-" - L hence q)-l(t) 
(t + 1)-± and the copula is 
( 
n )-~ 












For k = 1, ... , n the derivatives of ¢-1 are 
¢-I(I)(t) 
¢-1(2)(t) 
1 (t 1)-1.-1 -- ,+ u 
Cl' 
~ Q + 1 (t + 1)-±-2 
Q Q 
( -1) A: (Q + 1) ... (a + k - 1) (t + 1) - ~-k 
O'k 
Thus the procedure to generate a drawing from an n-dimensional Clayton 
copula is the following: 





1'2 C2 (U211'd 
¢-l(l)(¢(Ul) + ¢(1l2)) 
¢-1(1)(9(ud) 




[Cul el + u2u + ... + U;;'-'l - n + 2) (L'r~(1-~')-l - 1) + 1)-" 
Despite the complexity of the expressions above, this method is relatively 
simple to implement numerically as the expressions (vl el + u2 u + ... +U;;'-'1 -
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Figure 3.6: Random samples from a Clayton Copula It = 3 
Implementation 
\Ve have implemented the methods of this chapter with in an object oriented 
c# library. In most cases where multi-dimensional optimisation is required 
we use the ~elder-]\lead or downhill simplex method as described in \V. Press 
and Flannery [2000] and ~elder and ]'dead [1965]. The simulation of drawings 
from any copula requires random drawings from U(O, 1) at some stage. The 
quality and speed of the random number generator is an important consid-
eration when performing simulations. \Ve have implemented the :'Iersenne 
twister of ~Iatsumoto and Nishimura [1998] for this purpose. The algorithms 
above also require the inverse of the cumulative normal distribution function. 
\Ve have used the method of Acklam [2004] which uses rational approxima-
tions to obtain an approximation and then uses Halley·s method to obtain 
machine precision. See also Moro [1995] as well as West [2005b]. The method 
we use to generate drawings from a Student T copula, requires the simula-
tion of a variable with a X2 distribution. \Ve use the method of :'Iarsaglia 
and Tsang [2000] for simulating from a Gamma distribution of ,vhich the \2 
distribution is a special cases. Finally, calculating the density function of the 
Student T copula requires the calculation of the inverse of the cumulative 
distribution function of the Student's t-distribution. \Ve have not been able 
to find much written on this topic in the literature and thus \Ye used a simple 











for a number of values of l/ the value of sigma(l/) that minimizes the sum 
of squares distance between the Student's T distribution function with // 
degrees of freedom and the norIllal distribution function with standard devi-
ation sigma( l/). These values are calculated once and stored. or hard coded 
into the algorithm. \Ve only store values for TILL < 30 as sigTT/a(l/) approaches 
1 as l/ increases. To calculate the inverse of the Student's T distribution we 
use the rational approximation of Acklam [2004] to im'ert a normal dish'i-
bution with standard deviation sigma(l/) to obtain an approximation to the 
inverse for the Student's T distribution and then use Halley's method to 












Modeling single stock options 
\Ye now leaye copulas behind for a while and tum our attention to pricing 
and modeling options on a single underlying. This problem that has been the 
focus of large amount of work over the past few decades that started with the 
famous work of Black and Scholes in the 1970s. The majority of the research 
into pricing and modeling single stock options has been focused on modeling 
the volatility skew effect. Two classes of models ha"e been developed to deal 
with this effect. The first is local volatility models which assume that the 
volatility of the underlying is a deterministic function of time and the price 
of the underlying. Local volatility models haye received much criticism and 
man~' haye been shown to be inconsistent with obsen'ed market behaviour. 
The second class of models is stochastic volatility models. \vhich assume 
that the volatility of the underlying security price is dri\'en b~' an additional 
source of randomness different to that driving the price process. \Ve consider 
two approaches to modeling the single stock option yolatility skew. First 
we consider the log-normal mixture model approach of Brigo and ':'Iercurio 
[2002] as well as the popular SABR model of Hagan et al. [2002]. In addition 
the popular Heston model could also be considered. see Heston [1993] and 
':'Iikhailov and N ogel [2003]. 
4.1 Log-Normal Mixture Local Volatility Model 
\Ye consider the approach of Brigo and ~Iercurio Brigo and ':'Iercurio [2002] 
and their Log-normal Mixture Local Volatility (L':'ILV) model. They model 
the terminal risk-neutral distribution of St conditional on So as a mixture of 











this distribution. The authors develop the model in a number of stages of 
in(Tf'Clsing flexibility. Th~y start by mod~ling th~ risk IlC'utrctl distrihution as 
a sum of lognonnals each with zero mean, they then allow the individual dis-
tributions to b~ shift~d by it common m~an ami finall~' they gpnpralize th~ir 
approach to allow each individual distribution to have a different non-zero 
mean. \Ye will follow the general approach of a mixture of log normals with 
different means, as it allows us to fit the model to a wider range of volatil-
ity skews. The advantages of this model are that it produces closed form 
solutions for option prices and greeks and it explicitly gives the dynamics of 
the underlying process. It must be noted that this is a local \·olatility model 
and thus it is open to the criticisms of local volatility models in general. In 
further work Brigo et 0.1. [20040.] the authors have generalized this mixture 
model even further in developing a stochastic ,"ersion of it. 
The choice of this model is driven by a number of factors. Firstly, its sim-
plicity is appealing, the fact that the model gives a closed form solution for 
option price allows us to calibrate the model to market data relatively eas-
ily: secondly, this model provides dynamics for the underlying price series; 
finally, the model can be generalised to the multi-asset case. 
4.1.1 Model derivation 
We follow Brigo and ~Iercurio [2002] and refer readers to Brigo and ~Iercurio 
[2002] and Brigo et 0.1. [2003] for more details and omitted proofs. As usual we 
work for time t to T. \lVe assume that the T-forward risk-adjusted measure 
QT exists. Let the dynamics of 5 under QT be 
(-!.l) 
\\"here n" is a standard Brownian motion under QT. ::\0\\" we assume that the 
QT density f can be expressed as a weighted sum of X lognormal densities 
for each time t. 
N 




LJ.J; = 1 
;=1 












where (J and ~L are deterministic functions of t on [0. T]. Then 
[ ( ( ) ) 2] 
ill J: 1 T2 
it (.r) = .. ~ exp ~ V 2 () In -5 - Mi ( t) + - \ i (t) J1I;(t) 21f 2i t 0 2 
\Yhere 
1\J'(t) = it /l./u)du 
We also need 
N L WieM,(t) = e(r-q)t 
i=l 
to ensure risk-neutrality. 
\Ye now use the Fokker-Planck equations on 4.1 and ·1.3 to soh"e for (J(t, St). 
and 
a . a [ : ] 1 02 [ 2· ] o/:(y) = ~ oy /l.i(t)yi/(y) + 2 oy2 (J(t, y)y i/(Y) 















Brigo and ).1ercurio now solve for a(t, St) so that J.3 has a solution with 
density ft. They obtain 
(J(t.y? = 
which is strictly positive on (0, T] given that the following conditions hold: 
there exists n E {I, 2, 3, ... ,N} such that, 
1. for each t E [0, T], I},i(t) ~ (r - q) for each i = 1. 2. 3 ..... X. i # n, and 
fln (t) ::; (r - q), 
2. 
for all t E (0, T], and i # n, 
3. each (Ji is continuous and bounded from below by a positive constant, 
4. each Ili is continuous, 
5. there exists a ( > 0 such that (Ti(t) = (To > 0 and Ili(t) = r - q for each 
t E [0. c] and i = I, ... ,N 
Pricing options under these dynamics is quite simple with the option price a 
com"ex combination of Black-Scholes prices. 
N 
C(K, T) = P(O, T) L Wi [SoeA/,(T) N(dl) - KX(df)] 
2 (1; = 
;=1 
(v~) JT 
elI - (ji) /T 











4.1.2 Parameterisation and Simulation 
One adyantage of this model is that it gives an explicit formula for the daily 
dynamics of the stock price process. To simulate sample paths of this process 
all that we still need is to determine (J; and l1i' We assume eM (t) is linear in 
t. Giyen that 
and 
we get 
It is easy to see that 
l1i(O) = (r - q) 
lim eM(t) = er~q 
t-->O+ 
( 4.8) 
satisfies the condition 2::;:1 WieM,(t) = e(r~q)t required to ensure risk-neutrality . 
.:\" ow differentiating gives 
v(t) :t [Ill [e(T~q)t ((1- ~) + e;\I(t)~(r~q)t ~)]] 
eM(t)~(r~q)t - 1 
r - q + ------,--,-;-,---:-------:-




~ext we follow Brigo and l\Iercurio [2002] awl use a parameterization sug-















Then rearranging and differentiating by T gives us ant) 
., ) :. °i(t d [ 2J elt tT]i(t; ai, bi , Ci, Ti) 
d 2 
t dt [tT/i(t; ai, bi , Ci· Ti)] + T]i(t; ai, bi, Ci· Ti) 
T]i (t; (li, bi , Ci, Ti) [2t ~~ T]i (t; ai, bi , Ci, Ti) + T}i (t: (l i, bi. Ci. Ti)] 
~ow 
Finally simplifying gives: 






Jc exp (-~) 
Ti T/ 71 
lim 1 - exp - - - = lim 1 = 1 




lim T}i(t; ai, bi , Ci. Ti) = (li + bi + Ci 
1--->0 
( 4.15) 
and substituting gives 
. 2 _ , 2 lunai (t) - (ai + hi + c;) 
t--->O 
( 4.16) 
To ensure a valid pararneterisation we need to ensure that al(t) > 0 for all t. 
Unfortunately this isn't always easy to achieve and unless one is very careful 
about the choice of ao and bounds on (1, band c is is possible to cnd up with 
a ralibration of the model whirh fits market datR well hnt resnlts in non-real 
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Figure 4.1: V(t), a(t) and TJ(t) for a = 0.25. b = -0.49. c = OA9 and T = 1 
As a result of these difficulties we also consider a simpler paramcterisation 
that enables us to easily ensure that aT (t) > O. 
Set 
Which gives 
(CJ(T)2 _ a(0)2) = 3 (V~)2 - d O)2) 
~ow a(t)2 > 0 as long as 
3V(T.)2 ()2 
























Moments of the marginal distribution 
\Ye calculate the moments of the marginal distribution of the log process 
:\ow we have from above that the density of St is given by 
, 1 1. 1 ') N [ 2] flc) = L Wi, ~ exp ~ V2() (x ~ ;\Ii(t) + 2 V;~(t)) 
i=l J.V';(t) 21f 2 i t 
:\ow given that the central moments of a linear combination of densities is 







M(t) ~ 2 V2 (t) 
1 
M2(t) + V2(t) ~ MV2(t) + - V,(t) :1 
3 3 1 3 
M3(t) ~ 2M2 V2 (t) + 4MV,(t) ~ "8 V6(t) + 3MV2(t) ~ 2 V4 (t) 
3 1 1 
M,,(t) ~ 2M3 V2(t) + -M2 V,(t) ~ -MVdt) + - Vs(t) + 6M 2 V2(i) 2 . 2 16 
6MVcj(t) + ~V6(t) + 3V4 (t) 
lV 







\Yhile it is possible to obtain expressions for the variance. skewness and 
kurtosis of St it is simpler to calculate these numerically using the following 











I I 3 
113 - 3P2JLl + 2(Pl) 
II~ - 4Jl;JLl + 6JL;(JL1)2 - 3(JLd-" 
4.1.3 Log-Normal Mixture Uncertain Volatility Model 
Due to the difficulties encountered parcuncterising ,md siwulating the Ll\ILV 
model we consider the Log-Normal l\Iixture Uncertain Volatility (L\IUV) 
;"Iodel introduced in Brigo et al. [2004a]. 
{ 
S(t)[r(t)dt + (TodtV(t)] t E [0. E] 
dS(t) = S(t)[q(t)dt + ~(t)dW(t)l t > E (c1.22) 
where (q,~) is a random pair that is drawn at time ( independently of \V and 
takes values in a set of N deterministic functions: 
(t r-+ (q(t), ~(t)) = 
(t r-+ (T'l(t). (Tl(t)) 
(t r-+ (T2(t). (T2(t)) 
with probabilit.v Wl 
with probabilit.\, U'2 
(4.23) 
This model produces the same option prices as the L.\ILV model for vanilla 
options and thus is calibrated in exactly the same mRnner. This model lends 
itself to an easy l\lonte Carlo implementation as it manages to side step some 
of the issues that arose with the parallletrisation of the L\ILV model and 
ensuring that the local volatility relllains positive. 
4.1.4 Calibration and implementation 
The above Illodel gives us the dynamics of the stock price process at each 
time t given that we have the prices of options that expire at t. \Ve can 
solve for JUi(t) and V;(t) where t corresponds to the maturity date of quoted 
options by fitting the prices given by 4.8 to the quoted prices. This fitting 
needs to be done numerically. There are two approaches that CRn be taken. 
The model can be fitted to data for a single maturity by numerically solving 
directly for Wi(t), 1\li(t) and V;(t). Alternativelv the model can he fiurd to 
the whole volatility surface, using prices of options with \'arious terms to 










for these parameters instead of solving for V;(t) directly. \Ye also have that 
11;(0) = r - q and a;(O) = ao for some ao > O. 
\Ye follow the approach used in West [2005a] to calibrate the SABR model in 
the South African market. Equity derivatives in South Africa are traded on 
the South African Futures Exchange (SAFEX). Options are traded on indices 
and single stocks. The contract on the ALSI index is the most liquid contract 
while the single stock contracts are much less liquid. SAFEX publishes data 
of trades but there are a few issues that need to be kept in mind when using 
this data. Up until recently market participants have not been required 
to enter the spot price of the underlying that the option was traded at or 
the volatility that the trade was completed at, furthermore trades are often 
booked as structures and so the trade price of various legs of the structures 
may not be accurate as long as the price of the structure as a whole is 
correct. At the time that is analysis was conducted the exchange had started 
to take steps to overcome these issues in an effort to improve liquidity in the 
market and the quality of data available, by implementing a trading front 
end that requires market participants to enter the spot price and \"olatility 
that the trade was completed at. Unfortunately these issues still apply to 
the historic trade data that is published by the exchange. For the purposes 
of the analysis in this thesis we have collected actual trade data from various 
market participants as well as historic bid offer quotes from various market 
makers. 
\\"e consider the two approaches detailed in West [2005a] to calibrate the 
SABR and the Ll\IUV model to market data. The first is to minimise the sum 
of squares difference between the model volatilities and the quoted implied 
volatilities at various strikes. This method does not enable us to overcome 
the issues mentioned above as it requires us to have accurate volatility data 
for each option traded and can not be used to calibrate to data v,"here we 
only have accurate price data for a structure of deri\"atives. 
The second method is to minimise the sum of squares difference between the 
model prices and the traded prices at various strikes. This method can be 
used to calibrate a model to prices of structures and not just single options 
and is also more efficient in the L:\IUV case as the previolls method requires 
the model implied vol to be obtained numerically for strike at each step of 
the optimisation. 
Again we follow \Vest [2005a] and use the Nelder-~Iead optimization method 
to solve this optimization numerically. 
\Yhile the ~elder-~Iead algorithm is quite robust we are using it \vith higher 











done in two dimensions. One must also be aware that we are using a local 
optimisation method and that we n:snlt we find may only he a local minimnm. 
For these reasons and also to speed up the calibration process. the starting 
point that we give the algorithm is important. Ideally we want to start the 
search algorithm at a point that corresponds to a typically shaped volatility 












4.2 SABR model 
We hriefly introduce the Stochastic n/3p model of Hagan et al. [2002]. This 
model has been used by practitioners internationally and we implement it 
mainly to provide a comparison and as an alternative for the L::'ILV model. 
\Ye provide a brief introduction to the model but refer the reader to \Vest 
[2005a],Hagan et al. [2002] and ?\Iajmin [2005] for further detail. 




0: Fi3 dW1 
lJCldlr2 
pdt 
where.3 E [0. l].p E [-1,1] and 0: > O. The model is driven by two correlated 
Brownian motions which introduces correlation between the futures price and 
the implied volatility. In this model 0: is a stochastic variable which is directly 
related to the AT~I volatility. The constants 3, p and v efleet the shape of 
the volatility skew. In Hagan et al. [2002] the authors refer to the path 
that the ATl\I volatility traverses as F changes as the backbone \vhile the 
volatility skew or smile refers to the \"olatility as a function of strike for a 
fixed F. .3 determines the shape of the backbone. with .3 = 1 producing a flat 
backbone and a downward sloping backbone for .3 < 1. A negatively sloping 
backbone means that the ATM implied volatility will decrea'3e as the spot 
price increases. a behavior that is consistent with observed market prices. For 
the same reason (I is generally expected to be negatiw for equity markets 
as it gives the correlation between the spot price and the volatility of the 
underlying process. A larger negative value for p causes a steeper volatility 
skew. v can be thought of as the volatility of volatility and determines the 
curvature of the vol skew. as v increases the volatility skew takes on a more 
curved shape and starts to approach a smile like shape. 













(1 ((1_(3)2 a 2 1 pSI/Q 2-3p2 2) ) Cl + ~ (FX)l-J + 4" (FX)(1-J)/2 + ~I/ T Z 
(FX)(I-:J)/2 [1 + (1-3)2 1n2 L + (1-3)"ln4 L] :=(Z) 24 X 1920 X 
:=(z) 
~(F X)(1-6)/21n F 
Cl X 
In (VI -2pz + Z2 + Z - p) 
I-p 
In Hagan et a1. [2002] it is suggested that its more convenient to fit the model 
to aATM,3,p,1/ where aATlII is the at-the-money volatility. It is possible to 
determine Cl from aATM by inverting the following formula, which is a cubic in 
(f. This can be done easily using Tartaglia's method (also sometimes referred 
to as Cardano's method) see West [2005a]. 
Cl [ [(1 - 3)2 Cl2 1 pJClI/ 2 - 3p2 2] ] 
aAn/ = a(F, F) = F(1-0) 1 + 24 F2-23 + 4" FI-3 + 24 I! te.r 
(4.2t1) 
4.2.1 Monte Carlo Simulation 





(r - q)Sdt + Cte(r- q )(IJ-l)(T-tJS Jdlr1 
I/CtdW2 
pdt 
The discretized version of the SDE is then 
Sj Sj-l + (r - q)Sj_ 1 D..t + (tj_le(r-q)(3-1)(trr-j~t)sJ_IUjvft;j 
Clj Ctj-l + I/Ctj-l (PHj + ~L'j) vft;j 
4.2.2 Calibration 
As mentioned above we follow \Vest [2005a] regarding the calibration of the 











possible as Hagan et al. [2002] shows that lrw(F, F) = In 0 -(1-3) In F+ .... 
It is mentioned in \Vest [2005a] that some empirical evidellce suggests that d 
varies \vith time to maturity but that maint ailling a constallt J over t he life of 
the optioll does not seem to impact the values of ot her parameters materially. 
The approach we take is to estimate /3 usillg the regressiolllIlethod mentioned 
above using historical AT?\I volatility data. Once \\'e have J \\'e thell use the 












\Ve fit hoth the SABR ami the L"t\ICV models to the eleven sets of data for 
SAFEX listed ALSI contracts. The data sets have been obtained from various 
sources and are either actual interbank trades, indicati\"e skews published by 
various banks equity derivate trading desks or the indicative skew published 
by SAFEX. The trade sets are contained in the period from February 2007 
to February 2008. The results of the SABR calibration are presented in 3.1.2 
and the results of the LvIUV calihration in 4.3. Selected graphs of the fitted 
ske\vs are also presented. 
Both models fit certain datasets very closely, these are generally datasets with 
a wide range of strikes provided by a single source. Data sets that contain a 
number of data points clustered around a narrow range of strikes and which 
contain a numlKT of trades from differcnt sources provide a challenge to both 
the models but particularly the L?--.IUV model. Due to the higher number 
of parameters the LMUV model is more flexible and thus fits the data sets 
closer with an average sum of squares error of 0.00015. while the SABR had 
an average error of 0.00031, hnt this is prohahlv more dne to owr fitting. 
The SABR model was faster on average taking just under /.5 seconds to fit 
all clcwn data sets while the L"t\IUV took .illst over 40. The main difference 
between the models is the stability of the SABR model. particularly in the 
case of difficult datasets. The final data set demonstrates how the L?\IUV 











Trade Date ~1atUl'ity ATM Vol 1-] v (J # Points Time (ms) Score 
2007-07-12 2007-12-20 2U)0% O.S:{ 0.81 -O.7G 9 12G O.OOO() 12 
2007-07-12 2008-03-20 22.00% 0.53 O.M -0.78 9 31 0.000002 
2007-07-12 2008-06-19 22.00% 0.53 0.55 -0.75 9 :31 ().OOOO08 
2007-02-12 2007-05-12 20.10% 0.86 1.63 -0.65 6 7062 0.000150 
2007-02-12 2007-08-12 21.38% 0.86 1.09 -0.70 5 7031 0.000001 
2007-02-12 2007-11-12 21.52% 0.86 0.90 -0.74 5 7156 0.000001 
2008-02-07 2008-06-18 32.00% 0.68 1.028 -0.53 9 656 0.000017 
2008-02-07 2008-09-18 28.50% 0.68 0.78 -0.62 9 :343 0.000007 
2008-02-07 2008-12-18 27.50% 0.68 0.73 -0.63 9 343 0.000008 
2007-03-07 2007-06-21 22.15% 0.7:3 1.69 -0.42 17 3078 0.002582 
2007-03-07 2007-09-20 21.95% 0.73 0.55 -0.99 5 3093 0.00025;) 










Trade Datl' 1\latnrity \VI \\T2 W3 1\11 1\12 1\13 VI V2 V:3 # Poillts Timl' (ms) Score 
2007-07-12 2007-12-2D D. 2:t~ 0.624 D.142 O.lG7 0.047 -0.20G 0.D52 (1. 094 0.207 9 515 4.7G7E-05 
2007-07-12 2008-03-20 OA27 0.1126 O.U6 0.191 O. ()!14 -0.267 0.087 0.129 0.255 9 2765 8.366E-07 
2007-07-12 2008-0G-19 0.210 0.655 0.1:35 0.2:31 0.1:)1 -(U79 0.079 0.104 0.207 9 19:37 1.808E-06 
2007-02-12 2007-05-12 0.5:~0 0.2G4 0.206 0.091 -o.on -0.123 0.051 0.022 0.17:) {j 7562 G.89:)£-OG 
2007-02-12 2007-08-12 0.238 0.573 0.189 0.146 0.068 -0.172 0.054 0.105 0.254 5 8531 4.228E-12 
2007-02-12 2007-11-12 O.2G8 0.601 0.130 0.186 0.096 -().375 0.OG9 0.B8 0.205 5 n75 4.792E-08 
2008-02-07 2008-06-18 0.349 0.4.20 0.231 0.115 -0.010 -0.182 0.100 0.137 0.316 9 1015 6.64GE-06 
2008-02-07 2008-09-18 0.247 0.533 0.220 0.140 0.029 -0.274 0.10:3 0.162 0.:337 9 531 3.424E-06 
2008-02-07 2008-12-18 0.370 0.396 0.233 0.L50 0.016 -0.337 0.131 0.173 0.378 9 1031 1.373E-06 
2007-03-07 2007-06-21 0.329 0.424 0.247 0.045 0.068 -0.074 0.039 0.116 0.217 17 6140 1.397E-03 
2007-0:)-07 2007-09-20 0.180 0.416 0.404 0.19:) 0.125 -0.108 0.D38 0.068 0.135 5 ;)203 1.288E-04 

























Date Maturity Volatility Skewness Kurtosis Volatility 
2007-07-12 2007-12-20 2/1.26% -1.012 1.'187 17.07% 
2007-07-12 2008-03-20 25.87% -1.250 2.124 17.07% 
2007-07-12 2008-06-19 25.19% -1.156 1.194 17.07% 
2007-02-12 2007-05-12 25.30% -0.786 0.908 23.58% 
2007-02-12 2007-08-12 25.1)7% -1.158 1.783 2:LS8% 
2007-02-12 2007-11-12 25.68% -1.261 1.717 23.58% 
2008-02-07 2008-06-18 37.24% -0.745 0.924 23.86% 
2008-02-07 2008-09-18 33.38% -1.001 1.316 23.86% 
2008-02-07 2008-12-18 33.30% -1.261 1.965 23.86% 
2007-03-07 2007-06-21 27.16% -0.647 0.811-\ 22.94% 
2007-03-07 2007-09-20 22.00% -0.559 -0.163 22.94% 
Table 4.:1: Results of LMUV calibratiun to SAFEX ALSI Index Skew 
Historic 
Skewness Kurtosis 
-0.043 (1. 002 
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Figure 4.2: SAI3R model fitted to thc SAFEX ALSI Imlcx Skc\y 7 Feb 2008, 
expiry 18 June 2008 
4.3.1 Fitting single stock volatility skew 
\Ye now compare three difIerent methods of calibrating a volatility skew for 
a single stock option using the ATl\l quoted volatility for the single stock 
and the index volatility skew. \Ve assume that \ve have an ATl\l volatility 
quote for the single stock and that we have enough volatility data across a 
number of strikes to fit a volatility skew model to the benchmark index that 
contains the stock. In the South African market it may not be the case that 
,,"e always have traded ATM option prices for all single stock options but a 
number of market makers publish indicative bid offer spreads on ATM vol 
for the top 40 largest cap stocks in the market on a weekly or fortnightly 
basis. 
Fitting the SABR model 
\Ve fit the SABR model to single stocks by fitting the model to the index 
skev.; for the correspollding maturity. \Ye then use the p alld 1/ parameters 
from the index model to calibrate the single stock model. Quoted AT~1 
implied volatility for the single stock is used to determine J and C\'. As before 
we estimate .-3 using a regression of In a(F, F) all In F using historic AT~1 
volatility data for the stock and use the current AT~1 volatility to obtaill C\'. 
This is consistent with the advice of the authors in Hagan et aI. [2002] where 
they suggest that p and v are relatively stable alld can be calibrated less 















Figure 4.3: LJ\IUV model fitted to the SAFEX ALSI Index Skew 7 Feb 2008, 
expiry 18 June 2008 
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Figure 4.-1: SABR model fitted to the SAFEX ALSI Index Skew 7 J\larch 













Figure 4.5: Ll\ICV model fitted to the SAFEX ALSI Index SkevY 7 ~larch 
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Figure 4.6: SABR model fitted to the SAFEX ALSI Index Skew 7 l\Iarch 
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Figure .±.7: L~IUV model fitted to the SAFEX ALSI Index Ske\v , ?--.larch 
2007, expiry 20 Sep 2007 
Underlying Trade Expiry ATM Vol .3 v P 
AGL 2008-02-07 2008-06-18 44.80% 0.977 1.096 -0.582 
GFI 2008-02-07 2008-06-18 49.30% 0.874 1.096 -0.582 
RE?--.I 2008-02-07 2008-06-18 31.20% 0.719 1.096 -0.582 
SBK 2008-02-07 2008-06-18 40.30o/c 0.626 1.096 -0.582 
Table 4.4: SABR model used to create a single stock volatility skew using 
index skew data 
as this parameter changes. As can be seen for the results this method results 
in a single stock skew that is very similar in shape to the index skew but is 
shifted vertically to adjust for the different AT:"! volatility of the underlying. 
This method is very simple to achieve and produces intuitively reasonable 
results. 
Fitting the LMUV factor model 
The second method we consider is similar to that used in Carr and ?-.!adan 
[2000]. The approach is to model the return 011 the stock with a CAP:"I model 
using on a liquid financial index as the market portfolio. This approach 
was developed to provide quotes for options on single stock names in the 
Tokyo and Hong Kong markets in the early 2000s. In these markets as in 
South Africa single stock options were thinly traded, while index options 










[2000] the authors apply this methodology to the CEV skew model and allow 
the residual volatility of the single stock to be non-normally distributed. \Ye 
follow a slightly simpler approach applying the idea to the L~IUV model 
but assuming that the skew is driven completely by the index and that the 
residual volatility of the single stock is normally distributed. 
\Ye assume that we have an index I that has the risk neutral dynamics 
now given a stock S we model S using a CAP.:\I approach. 
dS 
S 
0(11, + ;/~ + ad\\'2 
(0 +Jr) dt + J~3-21J"-i-+-IJ"-§ rill' 





Here lFl and VF2 are independent and 0 is determined by the risk neutral 
requirement. \Ve determine (}2 by using the implied AT\I volatility for the 
stock IJ"ATAI and the index IJ"~TAI' 
- J (0 2 3' 2 (J )2) 1J"2 - rnax ,IJ" ATM -, * IJ"AT,\] 
Thus if we have fitted a L\IUV model to the index skew with parameters 













Underlying Date Maturity Volatility Skewness Kurtosis Volatility Skewness Kurtosis 
AGL 2008-02-07 2008-06-18 53.78% -0.771 0.946 0.401 0.025 0.007 
GFI 2008-02-07 2008-06-18 50.81 % -0.087 0.055 0.:)59 -0.015 0.008 
REl\I 2008-02-07 2008-06-18 33.03% -0.222 0.193 0.245 -(J.009 0.004 
SBK 2008-02-07 2008-06-18 44.01% -0.:368 0.:368 0.326 0.002 0.002 











Underlying Trade Expiry ATM Vol Vol Skewness 
AGL 2008-02-07 2008-06-18 44.80% 55.00% -0.74 
GFI 2008-02-07 2008-06-18 49.30% 61.507c -0.74 
RE:'II 2008-02-07 2008-06-18 31.20% 36.00o/c -0.74 
SBK 2008-02-07 2008-06-18 40.30% 48.00% -0.74 
Table 4.6: :'IIoment matching approach used to create volatility skew for 
single stock options. 
Moment matching 
Our final approach is to fit the skew by lllatchillg the illlplied 1ll0l1lcnts of 
the risk neutral distribution to some target momcllts. \Yc use the implied 
skewness and kurtosis of the index model to obtain targets for the skewness 
and kurtosis. \Ve then use the ATl\1 vol for the stock to obtain a target 
volatility. If we naively set the implied volatility of the distribution to the 
AT:"! implied volatility the model skew does not necessarily fit through the 
AT\I vol from the market. In~tcad wc nced to cn~me that the fit the modd 
by ensuring that the implied skewness and kurtosis match those of the index 
model and the AT:"! volatility of the model fits the qlloted AT:'II volat.ility 
of the stock. This results in the implied volatility of the distribution being 
higher than the AT::"I Vol as can be seen in 4.3.1. 
Comparison of results 
The results of the three methods of calibration for four stocks are presented 
in tables 4.3.1, 4.3.1, 4.3.1 and in figures 4.8. 4.9. 4.10. The SABR and 
moment matching methods produce quite similar skews \vhilc the Ll\IUV 
factor model approach can produce skews that are quite difIerent from the 
other two methods. The LMUV factor model method generally seems to 
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Figure 4.8: Results of the three methocls for calibrating a single stock volatil-
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Figure 4.9: Results of the three methods for calibrating a single stock volatil-
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Figure 4.10: Results of the three methods for calibrating a single stock volatil-












Pricing multi-asset options 
~o\y we are ready to bring the previous work together and tackle the problem 
of pricing basket options. The first challenge that arises \vhen pricing basket 
options is that the basket price does not have lognormal dynamics. This 
makes it difficult to arrive at a closed form solution to the option pricing 
problem using standard theory that has been developed in the univariate case. 
The problem lends itself to Monte Carlo simulation, but this can become 
computationally intensive, especially in high dimensions. Practitioners are 
often required to use closed form approximations that are computationally 
efficient esperially when positions arc yahwd lllany times oyer during risk 
calculations. An example of this approach that uses the machinery of the 
L.\ILV model mentioned previously is examined in Brigo et al. [2004c] . The 
authors approximate the terminal density of the basket price using a mixture 
of lognormal densities. The parameters of the mixture model are found by 
matching the moments of the model with the moments of the actual basket 
price process. This model provides a closed form approximation for the 
basket option price without having to assume that the basket price process 
follows lognormal dynamics. Unfortunately this model assumes that the 
single stocks all follow a standard Black Scholes model and thus individual 
volatility skews can not be taken into account. 
\Ve consider two approaches and compare these to the standard multivariate 
Black Scholes approach which does not take into account the volatility skew 
of the single stocks and assumes a Ganssian copula. First we consider a mul-
tiwriate extension of the Ll\ILV. This method models the volatilit,\' skews of 
the individual stocks consistently with the univariate L.\ILV model. Second 
we attempt to bring together the univariateL:-'ILV or SABR models by using 











5.1 The standard Black-Scholes Approach 
The standard Black-Scholes approach assumes that the securities are driven 
by a normal multivariate Brownian motion 
(5.1) 
where j1 is the risk free rate, I: is the covariance matrix of returns of the 
securities and nr is an n-dimensional Brownian motion. Any derivative on 
5 can be valued by l\lonte-Carlo simulation, but this can become computa-
tionally expensive, especially as n grows large. ~Iuch work has been done 
on developing approximate closed form pricing formulas for multivariate op-
tions in this framework, for example Brigo et al. [2004b]. \\Oe implement a 
.'donte-Carlo approach to pricing options in this framework as a benchmark 
to consider other methods against. \Ve have shown that the assumption of 
joint normally distributed returns fails to account for a number of features 
of observed security returns and we are interested in seeing hmv much effect 
taking these features into account has on the \Oahle of option prices. 
5.2 The multivariate Log-Normal Mixture model 
In Brigo et al. [2004c] the authors propose a multivariate extension of the 
L~ILV (:~lultivariate L1\I) model. This model extends the L"\ILV to the 
multi-asset case while maintaining consistency with the single asset Ll\ILV 
model for each individual asset. This model requires that a L:\ILV model 
be calibrated to each of the underlying stocks and then mixes in all possible 
ways the component densities of the individual stocks while applying an 
instantaneous correlation matrix to these densities. 
5.2.1 Model Derivation 
Consider an n-dimensional stochastic process x(t) with each component fol-
lowing the SDE 
d:J:i(t) 
-, .-(-) = Il'i(t)dt + Ci(x, t) . dW t 
.Li t 












;'\O\Y we proceed as we did in the univariate case. \Ve assume that the density 
Pt(x) of x is equal to the weighted sum of densities p~k) 
i=1 
where p;k) corresponds to the dynamics 
dXi(t) ( ) ( -(-) = JLi t dt + C i x, t) . dW t 
:£i t 
The multivariate forward Kolrnogorov equation gives 
and for each k 
(k) n n 2 
apt '"""' a (k) 1 '"""' a (k) . (k) ~ + ~ ~[,LLi(t)XiPt ]- - ~ a a .. [(Tij (x. t)X;XjPt ] = 0 
ut . u:L, 2 . . X, J) 
1=1 1,)=1 
This gives 
1 n a2 
? L aXOX' - . . "') 1.)=1 






~ow we show that under certain assumptions the multi\"ariate dYllamics are 
consistent with the dynamics of the univariate log normal mixture model. 
First we assume that for all k, (Tg') is a function of t. independent of J; and 
of the form 
(T(k) = (T(k)(t) . (T(k)(t) 












::\ow we make the further assumption that CTY') (t) . CTY) (t) = CTi(k) (t)CTY) (i)Pij 
Under this assumption 
p( )(x) - exp ---'----'--'-------k 1 [ X(:=:(k)(t))-lX] 
t - (211)¥Jdet:=:(k)(t)IT:'=lxi 2 
(.5.10) 
\yhrrc :=:(k) (t) is the integrated covariance matrix of returns for the compo-
nents of X: 
(5.11) 
and 
t ( (k)2( )) 
Ii = lrUi - lrUi(O) - 1 11~i) - CTi 2 S ds (5.12) 
::\ow lets assume that we have a calibrated a uniyariate mixture model for 
each stock. Let 1Iii ) be the density of Si. Then 
v, 
1Iii ) = L Aik1liiA'Jcl') 
k=l 
\Vhere each 1I;ik)(x) is a shifted log normal density and 2::~~1 Ai" = 1 





p( 1 n\X) = exp __________ _ i ... i .1 [ x(il ... in)(::(il"'in)(t))-lx(il .. in)] 
t (211); Jdet :=:(huin)(t) IT7=1 ;r:i 2 
(5.15) 















It can be shown that this model is consistent with the incliyidual L~ILV 
models for each underlying in that all moments of the indiyidual asset price 
densities as well as the unconditional dynamics of all the indiyidual assets 
are reproduced. 
It is important to note that the correlation parameter in the model p is not 
the instantaneous correlation that is actually exhibited by the process, but 
the average correlation felt by the process can be determined analytically 
Brigo et al. [2004c]. 
Finally, it is instructive to consider an example to clarify the notation. Let 
n = 2 and v = 2. 





and (}1.1 is the volatility coefficient of 1f} 1.1 \;r) . (}1.2 the volatility coefficient 
(1.1)( ) of 1ft :1'. etc. 
and 
(1.1)( ) Pt x 
(1.2) ( ) Pt x 
(2.1) ( ) 
PI X 
(2.2) ( ) Pt X 
IJt(x) Al.1A2,IP~1.1) (x) 
+ A 1.1 A2.2P; 1.2) (x) 
+ A 1,2 A2.1p;2. 1) (x) 











,::,(1,1 ) ( J; (}Lpl,l ds J; (}1.l (}2.1 P1.2 ds ) J; (J2,1 (Jl.l {J2,1 ds K 2 o (J2.1(!2.2 ds 
,::,(2.1) ( J; (}r,2PI,ldS J; () 1.2(}2.1 P1.2 ris ) J~ (}2,l (J1,2P2.1 ds frl 2 ,0 (}2.IP2.2 ds 
,::,(1.2) ( J~ (}L Pl.l cis J; (}l.l (J2.2P1.2 dS ) J; (J2,2(Jl.l (J2.1 cis J; (J~.2()2.2ds 
,::,(2.2) ( J~ (}r,2Pl.l ds 
J; (}2,2(}1.2P2.1 riS 
J; (J1.2(}2.2P1.2 dS ) 
J; (J~.2P2.2ds 
here we haven't shown the dependence on t for notational simplicity. Finally 
-(1,2) (}(l.l)~ 11 ( '») Xl = In:r;l - hU1(O) - 0 ~l(1.1) - -2- ds 
- (2.2) () (1.2) ·t ( 2) 
Xl = In:r;l - hlX1(O) -.fa 11(1,2) - -2- cis 
i:~2,l) = In:r;2 -In:r:2(O) - .It (P(2.1) - (}(221)2) (Ie,; 
-(2,2) . (J(2.2)~ t ( '») 
X 2 = lrlJ:2 -In:J:2(O) -.l Ji(2.2) - ~ ds 
5.2.2 Option Pricing 
~o\y that we have an expression for Pt(x) we are able to price derivatives 
with payouts based on x 
lE[J(x)] J f(x)pt(x)dx 
.. t ALiI' .. Al.i n J f(X)p;i1in\x)dx 
Ll,~2""11'n=1 
So we can compute the option price by L:'= 1 Vi single step l\Ionte Carlo 
integrations, one for each combination (i 1, 12, .... i 1/)' This provides a com-











each asset price path and only need one single step simulation for each asset 
price path. 
5.3 Pricing using copulas 
\\'e now attempt to combine the volatility skew models that vve discussed ear-
lier with copulas to create an option pricing framework that captures both the 
volilJility ske\v effect. in the individuCll securities as well as the non-GaussiCln 
dependence structure between the individual security returns. There are a 
number of considerations that need to be taken into account that can com-
plicate this approach. Firstly we need to determine the frequency at which 
we will estimate and model the dynamics of the securities. This problem 
is encountered because there is no simple connection between. for example, 
the copula that governs daily returns and the copula that governs monthly 
returns. If we assume a Gaussian copula we have the convenient fact that 
independent normal variates are additive and so we are able to estimate the 
correlation matrix using daily or weekly data and the use the same copula to 
simulate returns over the life of the option using a single step :\Ionte Carlo 
integration. Unfortunately if we don't choose a Gaussian copula we can't be 
sure of this, \vhich leads us to mClke a choice between two approaches. If we 
attempt to model the distribution of asset price returns over the life of the 
contract then we need to estimate the copula of those returns over the same 
time period, which requires long histories of data to achieve. Alternatively if 
we use higher frequency data to estimate the copula of asset price returns we 
need to model the dynamics of these returns with a similar frequenc\". This 
requires us to chose a model with explicit dynamics for the underlyings but 
also increases the computational intensity of an.'" numerical pricing approach. 
Secondl.'", if we wish to model the volatility skew of the individual assets 
then it seems that we have to allow the instantaneous volatility of the incli-
yidual prices processes to be variable over time. In fact to be able to use a 
stochastic volatility model we need to allow this volatility to be stochastic. 
\Ve have spent a lot of energy on modeling the dependence structure of the 
underlying security returns but haven't considered the dependence structure 
of the individual securities volatility processes. It is clear that the \"olatili ties 
of individual equities are not independent, volatilities of stocks in the same 
market very often move higher or lower at the same time due to a global 
risk factor, similarly stocks in a similar sector or exposed to a similar risk 
factor may have dependent volatilities. \iVe have not explicitly taken this into 











using the SABR model for the individual securities as the spot level and the 
stock volatility are negatively correlated by construction so if 51 and 52 are 
both driven by a SABR process with Pl, P2 < 0 and 51 and 52 have some 
dependence structure between them then 171 and 172 have some dependence 
structure. 
Finellly, movements in the volatility melY irwrlvertC'nt Iv influcnce the ('0-
dependence of the individual security returns. This has alread)' been seen in 
the case of the multivariate Ll\lLV model. 
The next two approaches we consider are to simulate the sample paths of 
each underlying security using either an SABR model or a L\IUV lIlodel but 
to apply a dependence structure to the Brownian motions that are driving 
these process. 
5.3.1 The SABR and copulas approach 
Given N stocks 51,52 , ... , 5N we assume that we have calibrated an SABR 
lIlodel for each 5i and have the corresponding parameters (Oi. Pi. !1i. Vi) for 




(T - rJi)Si dt + Qie(r-q,)(,J,- l)(T -I) S/ dWi.1 
ViQid~Fi.2 
Pi dt 
and clH'!.l, ... , dlVn,l have a copula C. This allows us to price derivatives on 
51,52 , ... ,5N by ~Ionte Carlo simulation, by simulating each 5 i indi\'idually 
but by drawing dHl1.l, ... ,cl~Vn,1 from a multi\'ariate distribution with normal 
marginals and copula C. It is important to note that we don't explicitly 
model the dependence between the (lei which gives the dependence between 
the volatilities of the individual stocks. There is an implicit relationship due 
to the fact that the brownian motions lFi . l and lV,.2 have correlation Pi and 
lVj . l and HTj,2 have correlation {Jj while the relationship between lV,.l and 
Hj.l is specifierl hy the copula C. \\>'hile we accept this weakness for the 
sake of simplicity, there is no guarantee that this implicit relationship will be 
strong enough to model the behavior observed in markets. 
5.3.2 The LMUV and copulas approach 
Given N stocks 51,52 , ... , 5N we assume that we have calibrated an Ll\IUV 











dS(t) = { Si(t)[Ti(t)dt + (}OdWi(t)] t E [0. E] 
, S;(t) [qi(t)dt + ~i(t)dWi(t)] t > f (5.18) 
where (qi, ~i) is a random pair that is drawn at time t independently of lV, 
and (qj. ~j) where i of- j and takes values in a set of lVi deterministic functions; 
(t f----t (q(t). ~(t)) = 
(t f----t h.1(t), (}i.l(t)) 
(t f----t (Ti,2(t), (}i.2(t)) 
with probahility U'i.1 
with probabilitYlL'i.2 
(t f----t (TU\f, (t), (}i.N, (t)) with probability U'i.lV, 
(5.19) 
and dlVl.l, ... , dlVn .1 have a copula C. Again we are able to use :'lonte Carlo 
simulation to price derivatives under this model in a similar manner to the 
previous approach. Also the same criticism holds for this model as we are not 
explicitly modeling any dependence between the volatilities of the individual 
stocks in this model. 
5.4 Results 
5.4.1 Instruments 
\\"e price three multi asset derivatives using the methods presented above. 
Given a set of n securities Sl,"" Sn with weights U'l .... , U'". 
Basket options 
A basket option pays the return on a weighted basket of securities minus the 
strike of the option. 
[ 
2::" wS(T) ] 
Call Payoff = max 0, 2::'n. I '( ) - K 
i lL',S, 0 
Best-of options 
A best-of option pays the return all the best performing asset in a basket of 











, . [51(T) , 5n (T) ,] 
Call Pavoff = max 0, 5
1
(0) - h, .... 571(0) - h 
Dispersion Trades 
A dispersion trade pays out the average of the absolute difference between 
the performance of each individual asset and the performance of the basket 
as a whole. 
Payoff = ~ t I 5;(T) _ A(T) I 
n ;=1 5;(0) A(O) 
n 5;(T) 
A(T) = L lL'; 5(0) 
;=1 1 
5.4.2 Three underlyings 
"'e price all three different instruments on a basket of three stocks listed on 
the JSE. The basket of stocks consists of the three stocks ASA.BIL and ~ITK 
with weights 30%, 30% 40%. The derivatives were priced on trade date 19 
September 2007 with maturity date 20 March 2008. In the case of the basket 
option and best-of option all results refer to the price of a put option. \Ve 
have ignored any dividends in this analysis for the sake of simplicity. Both 
the SABR Copula and L~IUV Copula methods were used assuming a l\onnal 
copula and a Student T copula. 
These methods required us to estimate the dependence structure for the 
haskf't in thref' different ways. Estimating thf' correlation matrix for a joint 
normal distribution gave the following correlation matrix. 
( 
1.000 0.381 0.483) 
0.381 1.000 0.361 
0.483 0.361 1.000 


















This is different to the matrix for the joint normal distribution as in the first 
case we assumed a a normal distribution for the marginal distributions while 
in this case we don't make any assumption about the marginals but rather 
apply the probability integral transform of the empirical distribution to each 
marginal using the transform x f----7 rank (x) and then estimate the copula 
from the transformed data. The first case is equivalent to the Exact ?\Iax-
irIllllIl Likelihood method or the Inference For the ~Iargins (IFI\I) method 
under the assumption of normal marginals and a normal copula. The second 
estimation method is the Canonical I\Iaximum Likelihood method, see chap-
ter ;) of Cherubini et al. [2004] for more details and formal definitions of the 
different inference methods. 
Estimating the Student T copula gave a copula with degrees of freedom = 
9.4237 and the following correlation matrix. 
( 
1.000 0.302 0.471) 
0.302 1.000 0.351 
0.471 0.351 1.000 
The results of the pricing for the basket option are presented in 5.1. The 
Brigo-:'Iercurio multivariate approach was the fasted method to run. The 
speed advantage of the Brigo-Mercurio multivariate method oyer the Black 
Scholes I\Ionte Carlo was less than expected. The L:'IUV Copula and SABR 
Copula methods were considerably slower than the other two met hods. \Yhile 
,ve have presented results of the time taken to run the ,"arious pricing methods 
this is not necessarily an indication of the speed of an optimal implementation 
of these methods. The code that was developed to implement these models 
,vas designed with flexibility and speed of development as the first priority 
rather than speed of execution. Thus it is the relative performance of the 
methods that is important as the same code library ,vas used for all the 
models. 
The same result set is present in a more compact format in 5.2. The main 
conclusion that can be drawn from these results is that it is the choice of 
marginal distributions and not the copula that results in different prices from 
these different approaches. Changing the copula from a :'\ onnal to a Student 
T copula in the case of the SABR Copula and Ll\IUV Copula approaches does 
not result in a significant difference in price. In general the SABR Copnla 
modd produce::; prices that are the mo::;t different from a standard Black-
Scholes approach, while the LMUV Copula and Brigo-:'Iercurio multivariate 
methods seem to give results closer to that of the Black-Scholes model. In 











Time taken (ms) 
Method Copula Strike Value Std Error Calibrate Run 
Black Scholes Konnal 120% 17.11% 0.07% 953 24,578 
Black Scholes ~onnal 110% 10.'14% 0.06% 937 24,843 
Black Scholes Konnal 100% 5.48% 0.04 % 875 24,062 
Black Scholes ~onnal 90% 2.22% 0.02% 921 24,328 
Black Scholes Konnal 80% 0.65% 0.01 % 921 23,687 
::'Iultivariate L~I ~onnal 120% 18.91% 0.06% 2,828 18,625 
::'1ultivariate L1\1 Kormal 110% 11.10% 0.05% 3.203 18,093 
::'1ultivariatc L~l ~onnal 100% 5.0-1% 0.03% 3,515 20,421 
~Iultivariate LM Karmal 90% 1.74% 0.02% 2,281 17,859 
::'1ultivariate U\1 ~onnal 80% O.'1Oo/c 0.01 % 3,046 17,937 
L::'1UV Konnal 120% 17.30% 0.06o/c 2,312 79,296 
L.\1UV ='Jonnal 110% 10.28% 0.05% 2,359 62,765 
L::'IUV Konnal 100% 5.06% 0.0-1% 2,515 70.796 
L.\IUV ='Jonnal 90% 1.73% 0.02% 1,921 71,750 
L::'IUV Karmal 80% 0.52% 0.01 % 3.015 72,468 
SABR .\Jannal 120% 16.23% 0.08% 98"1 74,546 
SABR Konnal 110% 9.91% 0.06% 968 74,031 
SABR .\Jonnal 100% 5.41% 0.05o/c 890 73,609 
SABR Karmal 90% 2.78% 0.03% 921 72,937 
SABR Nonnal 80% 1.25% 0.02% 953 75,781 
L::'IUV Student T 120% 17.30% 0.06% 3,203 82,531 
Ll\IUV Student T 110% 10.31% 0.05% 2,750 72,062 
L::'1UV Student T 100% 5.00% 0.047c 2,234 84,531 
L\IUV Studcnt T 90% 1.80% 0.02% 1,765 86,250 
L::'1UV Student T 80% 0.51% O.Olo/c 2,796 84,828 
SABR Student T 120% 16.28% 0.08% 1,078 100,421 
SABR Student T 110% 10.04% 0.06% 1,062 100,343 
SABR Student T 100% 5.45% 0.05% 1.046 100,546 
SABR Student T 90% 2.81% 0.0-1% 953 97,734 
SABR Student T 80% 1.33% 0.02% 953 95,109 













Method Copula 80% 90% 100% 110% 120% 
Black Scholes Normal 0.65% 2.22% 5.48% 10.44% 17.11% 
::\lultivariate L.~v1 Nonnal 0.40% 1.74% 5.04% 11.10% 18.91% 
L::\IUV Normal 0.52% 1.73% 5.06%. 10.28% 17.30% 
SABR :--.Jonnal 1.25% 2.78% 5A1%. 9.91% 16.23% 
L::\IUV Student T 0.51% 1.80% 5.00% 10.31o/c 17.30o/c 
SABR Student T 1.33% 2.81% 5.45% 10.04% 16.28% 
Table 5.2: Prices of basket option on ASA,BIL),IT:\ basket 
Method Copula Strike 
80% 90% 100% 110% 120% 
Black Scholes Nonnal 3.52% 7.89% 14.19o/c 21.74% 30A5% 
'\lultivariate LM Nonnal 4.72% 9.49% 16.62% 25.54% 34.61% 
L\IUV Normal 3.55% 8.83% 15.54% 22.84% 32.54% 
SABR Normal 6.99% 11.24% 16.70% 23.84% 32.28% 
L.\IUV Student T 3.73% 9.38% 16.31% 24.75% 33.37% 
SABR Student T 7.12% 11.17% 16.67% 23.66% 32.16% 
Table 5.3: Prices of best-of-option on ASA,BIL:-'IT::\ basket 
out the money put options and deviate more for in the money puts, while the 
SABR Copula prices out of the money puts quite significantly higher than 
the Black Scholes prices, for example in the case of the three stock basket 
the SABR Copula approach gives a price double that of the Black Scholes 
price for a 80% strike put and about 25% higher for a 90o/c strike put. For 
this reason the SABR Copula seelllS to produce the most intuitively correct 
results. \Ye would expect that due to the fact that the Black-Scholes method 
ignores the single stock volatility skew that it should under price out of the 
money puts. It is clear to see from these results that modeling the volatility 
skew of the individual stocks has a larger effect on the pricing result::; than 
changing the copula. For the 80% strike put::; the change of copula does 
seem to have an influence but thi::; difference i::; much Ie::;::; than the difference 
bet\veen the SABR and Ll'vIUV models. In the case of the best-of option the 
LvIUV approach u::;ing a Student T copula differ::; from the L:-'IUV approach 
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5.4.3 Two underlying;; 
w~ also show lhe results of llSiIlg the ,',,[lollS lllelhoo, to pricp ;nelrmnO)1lt.s 
OIl all b""keL of cwo equally w..-ighced :>loch, Jl.,IP alld A~IS_ This "llow""lns 
l<J le"! the "",, of a Clnytoll 'XJpula t.o modd the depelluellct' otru~ture of the 
two ~t<)('ks, Whil" the C)ayt.oll eopula i" llolll(~~=rily a guo<:! mood ,,[the 
J('p,,"d"ll(~' of the ,ctnl1lS two "'luiti", ,,·c iudllde this eol~lla to try aua ilt>e 
if Heillg R diiTF,ent dependpnce slnwtnrF, spe<:ifkallv OIlP that is rotmiollalk 
a-,ynm l ptri~, may d'"HgP the pridut morp thAn 1.hp dl&ngp from a C,,,",;,;ian 
eopnlr< to a Stm!pnl. T cop"]" 
E~tiIIlatilll', the ('orrpiatiol\ ma.trix for" ,jOill! normal distrihution gnw the 
followillg corrplatioll matrix 
( 
l.OrXl 0.02 l) 
ll.~~· ! 1.00X.l 















Method Copula 80% 90% 100% 110% 120% 
Black Scholes Nonnal 1.80% 1.17% 7.91o/c. 13.21o/c 19.55% 
:\Iultivariate L11 Normal 1.50% 3.33% 7. 63o/c. 13.26% 20.53% 
L:-IUV Kormal 1.59% 4.04% 7.70% 13.56% 20.03% 
SABR Nonnal 3.08% 5.09o/c. 8.02o/c 12.36% 18.22o/c. 
L:-IUV Student T 1.69% 4.18% 7.85% 13.45% 20.16% 
SABR Student T 3.26% 5.08% 8.12o/c 12.40% 18.24% 
L~IUV Clayton 1.87% 4.11% 8.257c 13.57% 20.10% 
SABR Clayton 3.30% 5.12o/c 8.03o/c 12.45% 18.32% 
Table 5.5: Prices of basket option on DIP.A:-IS basket 
Strike 
Method Copula 80% 90% 100% 110% 120% 
Black Scholes l'\ormal 3.26% 6.87% 12.09o/c 18.49% 26.20% 
:-Iultivariate 1.\1 ~onnal 3.93% 7.66% 13.95% 21.~12% 30.18% 
L:-IUV Nonnal 3.93% 7.63o/c 13.29o/c 20.28% 28.16% 
SABR ~onnal 6.39% 9.27% 13.78% 19.45% 26.64% 
L:-IUV Student T 3.73% 7.65% 13.19o/c 20.53% 28.94% 
SABR Student T 6.37% 9.40% 13.48o/c. 19.17% 26.42% 
L~IUV Clayton 3.55% 7.73% 13.0.5o/c 20.45% 28.53% 
SABR Clayton 6.21% 9.20% 13Al% 19.317c 26.35% 
Table 5.6: Prices of best-of-option on DIP.A:-IS basket 
The estimated Student T copula had degrees of freedom = 5.2608 and the 















Method Copula Value Std Error 
Black Scholes Normal 4.85% 0.02% 
:-'Iultivariate L1\1 Nonnal 5.80% 0.02% 
L:-'IUV Nonnal 5.66% 0.02% 
UdUV Student T 5.51% 0.02% 
LU:-'IV Clayton 5.64% 0.02% 
SABR Normal 5.49% 0.02% 
SABR Student T 5.37% 0.02% 
SABR Clayton 5.49% 0.02% 
Table 5.7: Prices of dispersion trade on L\IP,A:-'IS basket 
The results of this set of simulations is very similar to the previous set. Again 
the volatility skew seems to account for most of the difference in prices gen-
erated by the different approaches. In the case of the basket option the 
Student T and Clayton copula models both generated higher prices 011 aver-
age than the corresponding Gaussian copula model. This is consistent with 
our expectations as these models allow for lower tail dependence that is not 
taken into account by the Gaussian copula approach and so they should give 
a higher price for put options. It is important to note that the choice of the 
Clayton copula, arguably not a good model for the data that \ve are trying 
to model. does not cause the result to deviate more than a change in the 
volatility skew model for the individual stocks. This suggests that it is more 
important to model the dynamics of the underlying stocks correctly before 
worrying about the correct dependence structure for the basket. It is also 
interesting to note the different results produced by the L\IUV approach 
and the SABR approach. While both of these models have been shown to 
fit the volatility skew well and to produce very similar fits in the presence 
of sufficient data the difference in the dynamics under the different models 
can result in quite different option prices when pricing using simulation. It 
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In this work we have considered two approaches to modeling the volatility 
skew for a single asset equity option. \Ve found that in most cases the two 
approaches produced similar results. \Ve also considered three possible ap-
proaches to generating a single stock volatility ske\\' given an index skew 
and an AT:"I volatility quote for the single stock option. Finally we consid-
ered various approaches to pricing equity options on lllultiple underlyings. 
\Ve introduced two methods that attempt to take into account the implied 
volatility skew of the underlying assets that constitute the basket as well as 
a general dependence structure modeled by a copula. \Ve compared these 
two methods with the standard Black-Scholes approach as well as the mul-
tivariate log-normal mixture model of Brigo et a1. [2004c]. Our results show 
that these methods do produce significantly different prices from the Black-
Scholps approach. In the case of basket options this differencp can be as big 
as 90% for out-the-money options and more than 5o/c in some cases for in-the-
money options. For dispersion trades the difference can also be as large as 
10% in some cases. The main finding of this work has been the importance of 
modeling the volatility skew of the underlying options compared to modeling 
a more general copula. \Vhile changing the copula does influence thp pricing 
this influence is far less than that of a change in the single asset d:vnamics. 
The influence of a change in copula also dependents on the t:vpe of derivative 
being priced and would be more important in the case where the occurrence 
of extreme events coinciding is very important. In our results deep out-of-
the money basket options seemed to be influenced the most by a change in 
copula. Givcn this fiuding the multivariate 10g-nUl"mallllixture lllodd proves 
to be an appealing model given the fact that it takes the volatility skew into 
account in a way consistent with the Ll\IUV model and it is numerically 











promise as it produced results that were consistent with intuition and also 
proves to be a very easy and stable model to calibrate. As we hm'e pointed 
out our implementation of this approach had a few weakness that would need 
to be addressed, namely the dependence structure of the underlying stocks 
volatilities as well as the effect that the stochastic volatility of the underlying 
dynamics has on the dependence structure actually felt by the process. 
In conclusion we have highlighted a number of important issues regarding 
the pricing of multi asset derivative contracts and introduced some possible 
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